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The Leading Edge Medium Tool Bag (Mesh) is an exceptionally light-weight
professional bag. The structural mesh body material allows natural lighting
for excellent internal visibility along with ventilation. Designed for weight
sensitive trade specialists who are expected to carry small objects as well as
tether tools at height. The bag features 3 structural ‘D’ ring anchorage points
each rated up to 5kgs (Dynamically tested - see ‘testing pages’ for more
info). Rating uses a 2:1 safety factor. Connection to your harness / belt is
via a choice of end user specified fixing options.

FEATURES
A choice of four securing methods is available: The fixing arrangements include either: Belt
Loop / Eyelets / Triple Action Velcro Straps / Triple Action Safety Buckle (see ‘Tool Bag &
Holster Fixing Options’ page)
Structural mesh body allows natural illumination for better internal visibility and ventilation
The bag provides four structural ‘D’ ring anchorage points each rated up to 5kgs
(Dynamically tested - see ‘testing pages’ for more info). Rating uses a 2:1 safety factor
Designed to carry tools and parts up to 20kgs in the main compartment,
with side and front pockets
Ergonomically optimized for user comfort and weight distribution, with a top opening and bag
depth configured to limit accidental spillage
Manufactured incorporating extreme structural marine mesh (synthetic woven multi-braid
fabric encapsulated in a plastic coating), premium industrial grade components, ‘soft edged’,
for wear reinforcement and comfort
Individually serialised for clear easy inspection, full traceability and control
Issued with a ‘Declaration of Conformity’ product certificate and ‘Final Inspection’ sheet
Height: 24cm / Depth: 9cm / Width: 27cm / Volume: 6L / Weight: 0.15kgs
Manufactured at our product factory in the UK
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Code

Model

Description

TBAGMESHML

Loop Fastening

Slides onto standard belts up to 50mm wide

TBAGMESHME

2x Eyelet Fastening

Hung from belt/gear loops using a connector

TBAGMESHMV

2x Velcro Fastening

Wraps around fixing point with triple lock action

TBAGMESHMB

2x Buckle Fastening

Secures around fixing point with triple lock action
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